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Disaffected young evangelicals and those who left the church describe an out-of-touch institution not in line with their political beliefs, a scholar found ...
Why some younger evangelicals are leaving the faith
A supporter of the National Coalition of American Nuns holds a sticker as she and about three dozen others demonstrate in support of the ordination of women in the Catholic Church, outside Holy Name ...
The standoff over women's ordination
GettyROME—If the Italian Senate passes a new law that would make it illegal to discriminate against LGBTQ people, and to criminalize the hate crimes carried out against them, women, and those with ...
How the Vatican Is Fighting to Keep Discrimination Legal
The principles Americans are supposed to hold dear — voting rights, equality, freedom — appear imperiled. Support our journalism. Subscribe today. But Americans’ commitment to democratic participation ...
The long history of American Nazism — and why we can’t forget it today
A couple who pledged $1.35 million to a Catholic school in Tampa are suing to have the school return their donation and tuition over the school's extremely woke culture.
Parents sue Catholic school that's gone 'woke'
Given all the challenges facing the Catholic Church in our country, we are far overdue for a moment in which the bishops, clergy, religious and lay faithful of our country can discern together how to ...
Bishops’ meetings won’t heal the U.S. church. We need a Fourth Plenary Council involving all Catholics.
Sharonell Fulton and Toni Simms-Busch, two women who have fostered more than 40 children and who partnered with Catholic ... gender identity as protected classes while stripping religious freedom ...
Wealthy donors pour millions into anti-religious freedom efforts, as Catholic adoption agency ruling looms
If Catholic schools disregard their calling and lose their saltiness,” warns one analyst, “they will have a much harder time convincing students, parents and judges that they need religious ...
‘Fulton’ Ruling Teaches Important Lesson to Catholic Educators
In addition, the Leadership Conference of Women Religious, an umbrella organization representing an array of Catholic nuns in the U.S., also called on the pope to rescind the Doctrine of Discovery ...
Catholic bishop of Syracuse decries Doctrine of Discovery, suggests pope do the same
In earlier periods, in so-called Catholic countries, the category “Catholic” encompassed the whole of society and the definition was bound up with national and ethnic identities. In non-Catholic ...
The Catholic Studies Reader
A group concerned with the future of health care access County is holding a rally Sunday to highlight concerns surrounding the proposed merger of two local hospital systems, including what it says is ...
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Rally to air concerns over Ellis-St. Peter's merger planned for Sunday
In an effort to understand Catholic Church teaching on abortion, the media are consulting with – wait for it – non-Catholic abortion supporters. “‘Religious leaders should be asking for ...
Media Ask Non-Catholics to Comment on Catholic Abortion Beliefs
Different Matters," this campaign fights for the establishment of a secular Argentine State that does not allocate public funds for the Catholic Church.
The year of the ‘orange handkerchief’ for State-Church separation in Argentina
That is the question in recent weeks, as thousands of Southern Baptists gathered in Nashville for their annual meeting to determine the bitterly contested ... of white Christian identity politics ...
America’s evangelical church is being torn apart by culture wars
They contested various aspects and fashioned new ... It helped shape local and national identities in newly independent African states. They also look at the ways in which individuals, communities ...
‘Sport in Africa’: How African sportspersons have responded to restrictions on their participation
The loyalist marching season kicks off in Northern Ireland at a time of growing tensions, driven by discontent over Brexit, that is also causing divisions within the largely Protestant unionist ...
Northern Ireland’s Marching Season Begins in a Fraught Year for Unionists
As Ida B Wells, the pioneering journalist and anti-lynching advocate would report, more than 100 Black men and women were indicted ... The United States Conference of Catholic Bishops’ plan ...
Covid ‘remains a serious and deadly threat’ for unvaccinated people, Biden says – as it happened
Sharonell Fulton and Toni Simms-Busch, two women who have fostered more than 40 children and who partnered with Catholic ... gender identity as protected classes while stripping religious freedom ...
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